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Title of Airspace Change Proposal Newcastle Airspace Change Proposal – GIRLI 1X SID 

Change Sponsor Newcastle International Airport 

SARG Project Leader  

Case Study commencement date  

Case Study report as at 19th December 2015 

 

Instructions 

In providing a response for each question, please ensure that the ‘Status’ column is completed using the following options: 

• Yes 

• No 

• Partially 

• N/A  
To aid the DAP Project Leader’s efficient Project Management it may be useful that each question is also highlighted accordingly to illustrate what is 
resolved  (                 ), not resolved  (                ) or not compliant  (                 ) as part of the DAP Project Leader’s efficient project management. Amber Red Green 
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1. Justification for change and “Option Analysis” Status 
1.1 Is the explanation of the proposed change clear and understood?  Yes 

The explanation of the proposed airspace change is clear in that the remaining 1 RNAV SIDand OMNI departures that were part of the 
original ACP and consulted upon are now ready to be implemented – the GIRLI 1T & 1Y SIDs were approved and implemented at the end 
of 2014. 

1.2 Are the reasons for the change stated and acceptable? Yes 
The case has been made for the introduction of RNAV SIDs & OMNI departures where there were originally none at the airport. The airport 
wishes to introduce systemisationto capitalise upon the efficiencies and predictability of RNAV. Newcastle ATC also support the introduction 
of RNAV SIDs to significantly reduce R/T workload and minimise the chance of any error/wrong read-back in the initial clearance being 
given and understood by flight crews with the associated enhancement of safety. It also wishes to embrace FAS in preparation for the future. 

1.3 Have all appropriate alternative options been considered, including the ‘do nothing’ option? Yes 
Extensive consideration was given to workable alternative SID & OMNI departure track and design. Doing nothing wasconsidered to not be 
an option.  

1.4 Is the justification for the selection of the proposed option sound and acceptable? Yes 
The airport argues effectively that it requires SIDs & OMNI departures for efficiency and predictability.The re-design work for the GIRLI 1X 
SID design has now been completed such that it accurately reflects the procedure track (a south westerly radar heading) that was consulted 
upon and which has been consistently flown since the establishment of airway P18, circa 2003. It is different from the SID design that was 
originally consulted upon – the original design had an earlier left turn to GIRLI but as advised to stakeholders as part of the consultation this 
was for flight planning purposes only and that traffic would remain unchanged on the procedure. The CAA were not content that this was 
appropriate and argued that because the SID showed a track turning left and going direct to GIRLI, and would be published as such, that 
there was the potential for aircraft to fly across an area which hitherto very rarely had experienced departures; Newcastle Airport specifically 
stated in their consultation that this would not happen.  The re-design work was therefore done to ensure that the published SID design 
would be in line with where traffic has flown for the last 12 years on the procedure.  The final leg of the SID back to GIRLI for flight planning 
purposes is unlikely to be ever flown and even if it were to be then evidence from the sponsor shows that this will be 8000ft or above.  

 
 
 
2. Airspace Description and Operational Arrangements Status 
2.1 Is the type of proposed airspace clearly stated and understood? Yes 
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There is no proposal to change airspace dimensions or classification 
 

2.2 Are the hours of operation of the airspace and any seasonal variations stated and acceptable? Yes 
Notwithstanding the differentiation of the proposed SIDs and OMNI departures to take into account gliding activity at Currock Hill the hours 
of operation of the airport and any seasonal variations stated the hours of operation are unchanged from today. 
 

2.3 Is any interaction with adjacent domestic and international airspace structures stated and acceptable including an 
explanation of how connectivity is to be achieved?  Has the agreement of adjacent States been secured in respect 
of High Seas airspace changes? 

No 

There are no proposed changes to procedures with adjoining ANSPs as a result of this proposal, indeed the GIRLI 1X SID will enhance 
connectivity from the airport to the ATS route structure. The SIDs & OMNI departures are either wholly over the land or end within 12nm of 
the coast and therefore there is no requirement to advise other States/ICAO in respect of High Seas airspace changes. 
 

2.4 Is the supporting statistical evidence relevant and acceptable? Yes 
Yes, however the supporting evidence for the original ACP was poor. Subsequently, after Case Officer requests, the sponsor provided the 
CAA with better quality maps and information/evidence which clearly shows that aircraft consistently reach FL80 before GIRLI from runway 
25 (shorter distance than from runway 07) and that the last portion of the SID from waypoint NTS15 to GIRLI is never flown. 
 
Whilst not necessarily in line with the diagrams provided in the Proposal and consultation documents, it does accurately reflect that aircraft 
are above 7000ft by NTS15 (FL80 in the vast majority of cases) and that it maintains the ‘status quo’ of what is being flown today and for 
the last 12 years plus – i.e. no change in track over the ground and no change in vertical profile. 
 
See Appendix A 
 
 
 
 

2.5 Is the analysis of the impact of the traffic mix on complexity and workload of operations complete and 
satisfactory? 

Yes 
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The introduction of these SIDs and OMNI departures will have no bearing on the traffic mix and any associated complexity/workload which 
is expected to be no greater than at present.  In terms of Tower Controller/Pilot workload it should be significantly reduced by the use of the 
SID designator on the R/T. 
 

2.6 Are any draft Letters of Agreement and/or Memoranda of Understanding included and, if so, do they contain the 
commitments to resolve ATS procedures (ATSD) and airspace management requirements?  

N/A 

There is currently no LoA between NATS Prestwick & Newcastle ATC (it having not been superseded when the previous LoA with 
Manchester Area Control Centre (MACC) was removed following the MACC move to Prestwick in January 2010). Since then procedures 
have remain unchanged with a reliance on complementary procedures in the appropriate sections of the Units’ Mats Pt.2s being considered 
as satisfactory. The Case Officer understands that there are now proposals to establish a formal LoA between NATS Prestwick and  
Newcastle ATC which will incorporate the procedures in the Mats. Pt.2 relating to the SIDs and OMNI departures however these are still to 
be finalised. 
 

2.7 Should there be any other aviation activity (low flying, gliding, parachuting, microlight site etc.) in the vicinity of 
the new airspace structure and no suitable operating agreements or ATC Procedures can be devised, what action 
has the sponsor carried out to resolve any conflicting interests? 

N/A 

As described in the ACP, the nearby Gliding site of Currock Hill and operated by the Northumbria Gliding Club was consulted and the GIRLI 
1Y SID was designed to specifically replicate the clearance given and the track flown by aircraft departing runway 25 when the gliding site 
is active. The ACP includes formal favourable responses from both Northumbria Gliding Club and the BGA fully supporting the proposal. An 
acceptable LoA exists between Currock Hill Gliding Club and Newcastle.  The GIRLI 1Y SID has been in operation since December 2014 
and as far as the Case Officer is aware it has not caused any issues and is unaffected by the GIRLI 1X SID which would only be issued 
when the gliding site is not active. 
 

2.8 Is the evidence that the Airspace Design is compliant with ICAO SARPs, Airspace Design & FUA regulations, and 
Eurocontrol Guidance satisfactory? 

Yes 

There have been no changes been made to airspace volumes. The SID has been designed to appropriate PANS OPS 8168 standards and 
was designed and approved by the UK CAA. 
 

2.9 Is the proposed airspace classification stated and justification for that classification acceptable? N/A 
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There are no proposed changes to the classification of airspace as a result of this proposal 
 

2.10 Within the constraints of safety and efficiency, does the airspace classification permit access to as many classes 
of user as practicable? 

Yes 

There will be no changes to access of the airspace as a result of this proposal 
 

2.11 Is there assurance, as far as practicable, against unauthorised incursions? (This is usually done through the 
classification and promulgation) 

Yes 

There is no change to the dimensions and classification of the airspace as a result of this proposal and therefore the classification remains 
as currently promulgated and so the risk of any unauthorised incursions remains as it is today. 
 

2.12 Is there a commitment to allow access to all airspace users seeking a transit through controlled airspace as per 
the classification, or in the event of such a request being denied, a service around the affected area? 

N/A 

No change from existing access arrangements 
 

2.13 Are appropriate arrangements for transiting aircraft in place in accordance with stated commitments? N/A 
Not applicable – no change from existing arrangements 
 

2.14 Are any airspace user group’s requirements not met? No 
No change from existing arrangements. Gliding activity at Currock Hill will operate in accord with requirements and the LoA. 
 

2.15 Is any delegation of ATS justified and acceptable? (If yes, refer to Delegated ATS Procedure). N/A 
No change from existing arrangements 
 

2.16 Is the airspace structure of sufficient dimensions with regard to expected aircraft navigation performance and 
manoeuvrability to contain horizontal and vertical flight activity (including holding patterns) and associated 
protected areas in both radar and non-radar environments? 

Yes 
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The design of the GIRLI 1X has been completed by the CAA (being a legacy of pre IFP outsourcing) and the SID will remain wholly inside 
CAS (Class D),whilst the OMNIs will remain inside CAS (Class D) until such times as they leave the Newcastle CTA.. The GIRLI 1X conforms 
to PANS OPS criteria as specified by the sponsor, although the sponsor did not originally account for the physical positioning of the SID’s 
design and assumed that the CAA would do this.  
 

2.17 Have all safety buffer requirements (or mitigation of these) been identified and described satisfactorily (to be in 
accordance with the agreed parameters or show acceptable mitigation)? (Refer to buffer policy letter). 

Yes 

The ACP states that the extant Buffer Zone details described in Appendix B Page 8 will remain in place following the implementation of the 
SIDs.  The requirement for gliders to adhere to the Buffer Zone and for controllers to apply appropriate separation/traffic information and, if 
necessary, avoiding action remain as per CAP493 Sec 1, Chap.5. These specifically pertains to the operation of gliders in Class D airspace 
which is the current and proposed classification of airspace in which the proposed SIDs and OMNI departures are proposed to be established 
and is included in the associated  LoA 
 

2.18 Do ATC procedures ensure the maintenance of prescribed separation between traffic inside a new airspace 
structure and traffic within existing adjacent or other new airspace structures? 

N/A 

No change from existing arrangements 
 

2.19 Is the airspace structure designed to ensure that adequate and appropriate terrain clearance can be readily applied 
within and adjacent to the proposed airspace? 

Yes 

The SIDs have been designed accounting for all obstacle data and therefore ensure that appropriate terrain clearance has been applied. 
Omni directional departures also satisfy obstacle clearance requirements. 
 

2.20 If the new structure lies close to another airspace structure or overlaps an associated airspace structure, have 
appropriate operating arrangements been agreed? 

N/A 

No change from existing arrangements 
 

2.21 Where terminal and en-route structures adjoin, is the effective integration of departure and arrival routes 
achieved? 

N/A 

No change from existing arrangements 
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3. Supporting Resources and CNS Infrastructure Status 

3.1 Is the evidence of supporting CNS infrastructure together with availability and contingency procedures complete 
and acceptable? The following are to be satisfied: 

 

 Communication: Is the evidence of communications infrastructure including RT coverage together with availability and 
contingency procedures complete and acceptable? Has this frequency been agreed with S&S Section? 

  

Yes 

Yes there are no changes from existing arrangements as  result of the implementation of the GIRLI 1X SID which has been designed to 
replicate what is flown today. 

 
 Navigation: Is there sufficient accurate navigational guidance based on in-line VOR or NDB or by approved RNAV derived 

sources, to contain the aircraft within the route to the published RNP value in accordance with ICAO/Eurocontrol 
Standards? E.g. Navaids – has coverage assessment been made e.g. a DEMETER report, and if so, is it satisfactory? 
 

Yes 

Non-RNAV equipped aircraft will continue to operate as they do currently – being given an individual clearance – and as such the track of 
these aircraft will be unchanged from today. The proposed GIRLI 1X SID has been designed to RNAV 1 PANS OPS 8168 criteria and will 
demand approved RNAV derived sources. The SID Charts state that: 
1. DME/DME only procedure not to be used if any Critical navaids are not available.Notified Critical navaids TLA VOR, NEW DME, SAB 
VOR. 
2. RNAV1 SIDs are available only for approved aircraft that are either GNSS equipped or that have DME/DME and INS/IRU with automatic 
runway updating capability. 
 
 Surveillance: Radar Provision – have radar diagrams been provided, and do they show that the ATS route / airspace 

structure can be supported? 
Yes 

Yes there are no change from existing arrangements as a result of the implementation of the GIRLI 1X SID which has been designed to 
replicate what is flown today. 
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3.2 Where appropriate, are there any indications of the resources to be applied, or a commitment to provide them, in 

line with current forecast traffic growth acceptable? 
N/A 

The ACP specifically states “Newcastle International Airport’s Airspace Change Proposal for P-RNAV SIDs is not based on increased traffic 
forecasts, nor are traffic levels expected to increase as a direct result.” The proposal is not being implemented to accommodate any 
forecasted growth in traffic and nor will it affect the level of resources to be applied. 
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4. Maps/Charts/Diagrams Status 

4.1 Is a diagram of the proposed airspace included in the proposal, clearly showing the dimensions and WGS84 co-
ordinates? 
(We would expect sponsors to include clear maps and diagrams of the proposed airspace structure(s) – they do not 
have to accord with AC&D aeronautical cartographical standards (see CAP725), rather they should be clear and 
unambiguous and reflect precisely the narrative descriptions of the proposals.  AC&D work would relate to 
regulatory consultation charts only). 

Yes 

Illustrations in the formal ACP of proposed routes were of a poor quality and the maps of the proposed SIDs were truncated not displaying 
their entire length to the point GIRLI. Further requests had been made for more complete maps showing the proposed SIDs more clearly 
and their position regarding the gliding site and its Buffer Zones. This was eventually achieved. 
 
Final copies of the GIRLI 1X, Coding Tables and OMNI departures have been approved by the CAA. The data has been submitted to AIS 
in anticipation of ACP approval. 
 

4.2 Do the charts clearly indicate the proposed airspace change? No 
The charts in the original ACP were not wholly clear due to poor resolution. Whilst the new maps and charts provided are significantly better 
the colour choice to depict some integral point of the proposal could be better. The maps provided do now show the proposed SID from its 
start point and the end point of GIRLI although it is not clear from the map that GIRLI is the centre point of airway P18 but reference to UK 
AIP ENR3.1 does clearly state that GIRLI is on the centreline of the airway P18. 
 

4.3 Has the Change Sponsor identified AIP pages affected by the Change Proposal and provided a draft amendment? Yes 
The final AIP changes have been received and cover the required changes for all ENR Sections as well as the appropriate AD Sections.  
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5. Operational Impact Status 
5.1 Is the Change Sponsor’s analysis of the impact of the change on all airspace users, airfields and traffic levels, and 

evidence of mitigation of the effects of the change on any of these, complete and satisfactory? 
Consideration should be given to: 
a) Impact on IFR GAT, on OAT or on VFR general aviation traffic flow in or through the area. 

N/A 

No change from existing arrangements 
 
b) Impact on VFR Routes. N/A 

No change from existing arrangements 
 
c) Consequential effects on procedures and capacity, ie on SIDS, STARS, holds.  Details of existing or planned 

routes and holds.  
N/A 

The ACP details the proposal to establish PRNAV SIDs & OMNI Departures as no SIDs or OMNI departures currently exist. Similarly there 
are currently no STARs and therefore there are no STARs to interact with.  The current Hold is overhead the airfield and extant procedures 
will be followed to ensure holding traffic does not conflict with traffic operating on the GIRLI 1X SID and OMNI departures. 
 
d) Impact on Airfields and other specific activities within or adjacent to the proposed airspace. N/A 

No change from existing arrangements  
 
e) Any flight planning restrictions and/or route requirements. N/A 

No change from existing arrangements 
 

5.2 Does the Change Sponsor Consultation letter reflect the likely operational impact of the change? Yes 
There will no change operationally and therefore no impact upon stakeholders on the ground.  
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6. Economic Impact Status 
6.1 Is a provisional economic impact assessment to all categories of operations and users likely to be affected by the 

change included and acceptable?   
(This may include any forecast capacity gains and the cost of any resultant additional track mileage). 

No 

There are no adverse economic impacts upon users consequent to the proposed change of implementing RNAV 1 SIDs. Although, as there 
are no SIDs currently, operators will have to fuel for a SID, whose full length will not be flown and the planned route is marginally longer 
than will be tactically flown. This could be offset by the CCOs that are envisaged through the revised operating procedures with Prestwick 
Centre. 
 
There will be no change to the way traffic will be handled, however in procedural terms they are now introducing a level restriction in terms 
of fuel planning ie no climb above FL80 until passing GIRLI even though aircraft will ordinarily get a continuous climb.  Over time, historical 
experience might, depending on the fuel/flight planning systems being utilised allow AOs to fuel plan as they do today ie assuming continuous 
climb to cruise levels. The ACP does not state this anywhere however I suspect this is due to a lack of awareness on the part of the Sponsor 
as to how fuel planning is related to the flight plan and that by introducing a level restriction on the route they have inadvertently potentially 
made the fuel upload slightly worse than current. 
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Case Study Conclusions – To be completed by DAP Project Leader Yes/No 
Has the Change Sponsor met the DAP Airspace Change Proposal requirements and Airspace Regulatory requirements 
above? 

Yes 

I am content that as a result of the implementation of the GIRLI 1X SID there are no changes to any procedures that result in a change in the track 
flown over the ground (below 4000ft, which has been assured by the sponsor and also the SARG Airport Inspector). I am also content that the 
implementation of the GIRLI 1X will not result in a significant change in track over the ground above 4000ft. The RNAV nature of the SID is likely to 
lead to a concentration of tracks but these will all be within the current swathe flown today and which also was advised during the Consultation. 
 
Furthermore, there should be no change and no impact on the safe operations of all traffic and airspace users when gliding activity is taking place. 
 
 
 

Outstanding Issues 

Serial Issue Action Required 
 None  
 

Additional Compliance Requirements (to be satisfied by Change Sponsor) 
Serial Requirement 
 None 
 
Recommendations Yes/No 
Is the approval of the SoS for Transport required in respect of the Environmental Impact of the airspace change? No 
No 
 
Is the approval of the MoD required in respect of National Security issues surrounding the airspace change? No 

No 
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General Summary 
The overall quality and detail of the original ACP was disappointing in respect of what could normally be expected of a sponsor for a change proposal 
of this nature.  This lack of quality/detail is acknowledged by the new incumbent SATCO who has had to ‘run with’ a proposal and consultation that 
was originated and submitted by his predecessor. He has assured the CAA that any future proposals will be to a higher standard. Many challenges 
and request for supplementary information were made with regard to the quality of the data and substance of the ACP, and endeavours were applied 
to gain sight of better data. This was arduous and procrastinated in its receipt. 
 
For example, in Section B describing the airspace Newcastle included a map of the airspace with text specifically referencing waypoints NATEB and 
UVAVU yet these two waypoints are not shown on the map. Similarly, on the maps showing the GIRLI 1T, 3Y (now 1Y) and 3X (now 1X) SIDs not one 
of them depicted the full length of the SID to its endpoint or the name of the SID - GIRLI. 
Comments 
During the sign-off phase it was agreed that the following be added to the Decision Letter approving the implementation of the GIRLI 1X 
SID at Newcastle Airport: “the GIRLI 1X SID is now approved for implementation from 0001 25th January 2016 on the strict 
understanding that the portion between waypoints NTS15 and GIRLI shall not be flown except for operational reasons relating 
to flight safety ie, separation, weather avoidance etc.” 
Observations 
None 
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Operational Assessment Sign-off/Approvals 
 Name Signature Date 
Operational Assessment completed 
by  
(SARG Project Leader) 

 
 

 18th December 2015 

Operational Assessment approved by 
(Head of Section) 

  18th December 2015 

 

Case Study Sign-off/Approvals 
 Name Signature Date 
Case Study Assessment Conclusions 
approved by 
(ASARG1/2) 

   

 

SARG Comment/Approval 
 

Name Signature Date 
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